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I’m going
to run some 
calibration 

questions. 
name?

iris.

it’s to kp you
honest. this device takes

hundreds of biometric readings. 
you might be able to deceive
us, but no one outsmarts

the machine.

 I have 
nothing to 

hide.

fair enough. let’s 
start right at the 
begi�ing, then...

evidently. and now
since mister magni can't trust

you anymore, I'm in the awkward 
position of taking you through

these post-mi�ion debriefs...
a� without overtime

pay, might I a�.

is that what
this is su�osed to be--

a debrief? it fls more 
like an inte ogation.

prior to your
employment here,

your reputation preceded
you-- a�a�inations, dismantling

crime syndicates, taking
out two yakuza clans

in the same night.

you were qualified,
but I a
umed you’d
also be a team player. 
your history indicates 
you were compliant... 

obedient. 

people 
change.

are
you loyal

to the magni 
corporation?

dr. zyra, I
am not. and I 
never wi� be.

o�upation?

executive 
a�istant.

agni 
headquarters, 
los angeles.
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iris! I trust the
flight was to your 

satisfaction?

ah, splendid. and since
this is your first mi�ion

while under strict probation,
I felt the timing was right

to lay down the new
ground rules.

after a�, I
can’t have the

inmates ru�ing
the asylum,

can I?

darn! it’s
a lot colder than I 
thought it would be. 
I should’ve worn a 

scarf... or thermal 
underwear.

I have a
f�ling this is going

to be bad news.

“...at the moment you 

landed in russia.”

no 
complaints.
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from what I hear, 
ru�ian gulags have 
dreadful menus. I’d 
imagine borscht wi� 
grow tiresome after 

a few decades.

break a 
leg, ladies.

if you fail to
complete your mi�ion,

we wi disavow. you’ be 
stranded in ru�ia with

no pa�ports and
no aies.

and if I don’t get
those photos within thr�

hours, your faces wi be on 
every state-run media cha�el, 

identifying you as foreign
spies... so I'd make

it sna�y.

The two of you are 
in a similar predicament.

You wi personay send me 
photographs of the deceased
computer hackers, and confirm

you have obtained the
porosha worm.

Only then
wi the plane return

to the rendezvous point 
for extraction.

to explain, I'
give you a brief

history le�on: for 
hundreds of years, 
vikings set sail to
raid and piage

new land.

when they made
landfa, the first thing
they did was burn their

boats. that way, they had
to su��d in completing

their mi�ion. 

it was a or 
nothing-- no 
turning back.




